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Batangas, Philippines, August 8, 2023: Amidst a symphony of unity and cultural camaraderie, the 

University of Perpetual Help System Laguna (UPHSL) achieved an extraordinary feat in the recent 

CHED ASEAN Kick Off Celebration hosted at LPU Batangas. With a resounding victory in the 

ASEAN Food Festival and a commendable second-place finish in the ASEAN Cultural Show, 

UPHSL showcased not only its prowess but also its unwavering commitment to excellence. 

 

As the sun set on a vibrant day of cultural celebration, UPHSL illuminated the culinary realm with 

its exceptional performance at the ASEAN Food Festival. Transitioning seamlessly from 

traditional to modern flavors, UPHSL's culinary artisans concocted a symphony of taste that 

reverberated with ASEAN diversity. From savory curries that whispered tales of heritage to 

tantalizing street food that encapsulated the essence of bustling markets, UPHSL's culinary 

journey left an indelible mark on the taste buds and hearts of attendees. 

 

With a seamless segue from culinary magnificence, UPHSL's presence in the ASEAN Cultural 

Show was a breathtaking tapestry of cultural richness. Bedecked in vibrant hues and resplendent 

attire, UPHSL's performers took the stage with a spellbinding showcase that celebrated the 

region's diverse heritage. Through meticulously choreographed dances and soul-stirring musical 

renditions, UPHSL encapsulated the very essence of ASEAN, weaving a narrative of unity 

through diversity. 



 

Behind UPHSL's dual triumphs lies a deep-seated commitment to excellence that resonates 

throughout its academic fabric.Infusing every endeavor, be it culinary or cultural, with innovation 

and a thirst for advancement drives this commitment. UPHSL's exceptional achievements at the 

ASEAN Kick Off Celebration bear testament to an institution that continually raises its own bar, 

pushing boundaries, and inspiring all who witness its journey. 

 

UPHSL's triumphant presence at the ASEAN Kick Off Celebration serves as a potent reminder of 

its role as a beacon of academic brilliance, inspiring future generations to aspire for greatness 

while embracing the essence of unity and diversity. 

 

In this extraordinary narrative of achievement, UPHSL demonstrates its capacity to fuse 

education, culture, and innovation into a harmonious symphony that reverberates far beyond the 

borders of Batangas. As UPHSL continues to trailblaze on both local and international stages, its 

triumphant stride at the ASEAN Kick Off Celebration stands as an indomitable testament to its 

indelible legacy of excellence. 

 


